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Abstract.
In the Georgian Explanatory Dictionary, the word lachari “coward” is defined as follows
“lachar-i (lachrisa) mshishara, mkhdali, jabani, qalachuna (opposite of brave), e.g. rotsa
ukan dakheva sashishia, mashin lacharits-ki tsin tsavao “when retreat is dangerous, even a
coward goes forward” (folk), mkhned mival, vervin dagtsinebs lachari shvilis kolaze “I am
going bravely as you will not be laughed for having a coward child” (V. Pshavela),
maskhrad igdeben mshishrebsa da lachrebs “cowards are mocked” (A. Kazbegi), “khanjali
amoighe she lacharo!” – sheutia militsielma “Take out your dagger! – a police officer
charged” (M. Javakhishvili).
In our opinion, the structure of the word is as follows: ლაჩ-არ-ი where the element -არ
could be considered to be a Georgian suffix (c.f. ჭადარი) but we should take the Adyghe
suffix -რ of the Nominative case into account, e.g. ჭალარ “boy” (Rogava, Kerasheva 1966:
61).
In Adyghe, as stated in the Adyghe grammar book, in a sentence, nouns may be affixed by
main case markers or they can be presented without affixes (Rogava, Kerasheva 1966: 59).
We think that the lexeme was derived from the Tapanta word lacha “lame, legless” that
had entered Tapanta from Adyghe: აშა,< აჩა “lame”.
The word ლაჩეკვა/ჩალიკვა/ლაჩქვია denoting a left-hander that is attested in Imeretian
and Rachan dialects of the Georgian language is also noteworthy (Beridze 1986: 38).
Presumably, it includes an indication to physical flaws. Being lame and left-handed was
considered to be a flaw in the Caucasian mentality in the past.
Taking the world outlook of the Georgian language into consideration, it is possible that
the word changed its meaning to denote disability and then expanded it and was used to
denote a coward.

